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Abstract—As Networks-on-Chips (NoCs) continue to become
more susceptible to process variation, cross-talk, hard and soft
errors with technology scaling to sub-nanometer, there is an ur-
gent need for adaptive Error Correction Coding (ECC) schemes
for improving the resiliency of the system. The goal of adaptive
ECC schemes should be two fold; decrease power consumption
when errors are infrequent, thereby maximizing power savings
and increase the fault coverage when errors are frequent, thereby
improving application speedup while consuming more power.
In this paper, we propose Runtime Adaptive Scrubbing (RAS),
a novel multi-layered error correction and detection scheme
for Networks-on-Chips (NoCs) architectures that intelligently
adjusts fault coverage at the physical layer using variable
strength encoders to scrub (protect) flits, thereby preventing
faults from accumulating and propagating up to the logical layer.
RAS successfully permits graceful network degradation while
improving the overall network speedup, fault granularity, and
wider fault coverage than traditional static schemes. Simulation
results indicate that RAS improves network latency by an average
of 10% for Splash-2/PARSEC benchmarks on a 8 × 8 mesh
network while incurring 6.6% power penalty per flit and saving
15% in area overhead.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In an effort to sustain performance scaling beyond the

sub nanometer regime, technology innovations in System-

on-Chips (SoCs) design has led to the evolution of Chip

Multiprocessors (CMPs) as the leading strategy to continue

Moore’s law. However, as the expected number of cores in

CMPs is projected to exceed into the hundreds and thou-

sands in the future [1], traditional bus-based networks can

no longer support the scalable communication requirements of

future CMPs. Therefore, network designers and architects have

adopted packet based Network-on-Chip (NoC) architectures

for CMPs due to both ease of scalability and modularity.

Today, research in NoCs encompasses the study of net-

work topologies [2] [3], micro architectures [2] [4], routing

algorithms [5] [6] [7], and system reliability [8] [9] [10].

Even as extreme downsizing of complementary metal-oxide-

semiconductor (CMOS) technology continues, further research

in adaptive, scalable, fault tolerant and energy efficient NoC

architectures that can dynamically boost fault coverage when

needed and save power when faults are infrequent is becoming

a critical challenge. Although static fault tolerant techniques

with single mode of operations are easier to design and imple-

ment, these static techniques may not yield the ideal balance

between error rate and power consumption for applications

that are generally dynamic in nature. Therefore, adaptive

techniques could potentially provide higher fault coverage,

reduce power consumption and improve the overall application

execution. Moreover, the soft error rate (SER), the rate at

which transistors are affected by transient single event upsets

(SEU), and silent data corruption (SDC) due to crosstalk are

expected to grow exponentially with technology scaling [11].

If faults within the network are not effectively mitigated by

architects and designers, future NoCs will reach unrecoverable

and/or paralyzing scenarios, thereby significantly hindering the

performance of CMPs.

While fault tolerant design in NoCs is a vast research

area, in this work, we limit our proposed techniques to the

unidirectional links that connect adjacent links in a typical

mesh NoC architecture. Extensive research, has shown that the

addition of dual modular redundancy (DMR) [9] and built-in

self-test (BIST) [12] mechanisms can complement reliability

in execution paths and control structures for mitigating perma-

nent faults. However, DMR and BIST have not been proposed

to handle unreliable noisy interconnects. As electrical inter-

connects scale with increasing CMPs, challenges to support

rising link widths and complex router microarchitectures, will

increase with each generation. Fortunately, in the event of

transient upsets within datapaths, instantaneous fault detection

can be provided by the combination of forward error correction

(FEC) and error detection codes (EDC). When faults rates are

low, robust switch-to-switch (s2s) encoding schemes consume

excess power which is unnecessary and can be avoided by

end-to-end (e2e) schemes. At the same time, s2s schemes can

provide better fault coverage than e2e schemes when fault rates

are high, especially in large hop networks. The choice of either

e2e or s2s fault detection scheme in NoCs has power, area and

performance trade-offs that vary with the number of CMPs

and fault rate in the system. As EDCs scale better than FECs,

EDCs are typically adopted in e2e schemes. But EDCs take

more cycles to compute, and force costly retransmissions when

faults are detected. To alleviate the cost of retransmissions,
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Fig. 1: RAS transition state diagram for encoding modes.

light weight FECs have been adopted in s2s configurations.

However, error detection capability is typically limited to a

few bits so that the encoders neither disrupt router pipeline

clock cycles nor consume significant area. A strong EDC adds

sufficient redundancy, but is wasted when fault rates are low;

whereas, a weak EDC allows faults to go undetected and

cause retransmissions. Therefore, an adaptable solution that

can account for variations in transient and permanent faults in

an efficient manner is required.

In this paper, we propose Runtime Adaptive Scrubbing

(RAS), an adaptive multi-layered on chip error correction and

detection scheme that provides variable strength fault coverage

and graceful network degradation. As packets traverse the

network, flits are systematically scrubbed on the s2s layer

to prevent faults from accumulating into the e2e layer, on

demand. To dynamically adjust the level of fault protection,

we propose a configurable s2s encoder capable of adjusting

ECC strength for burst errors, cross-talk, and intra-router faults

to reduce the average hop count and costly retransmissions.

We will also show that RAS provides benefits for NoCs that

utilize fault tolerant routing algorithms. Simulation results

indicate that RAS improves network speedup by an average

of 10% on Splash-2/PARSEC benchmarks while costing 6.6%

additional power per flit and 15% in area savings. The major

contributions of this work are as follows:

• An adaptive multi-layer encoding scheme that improves

resiliency and network speedup over traditional s2s

schemes by increasing overall fault coverage.

• Improved network energy-efficiency by localizing faults

and boosting coverage instead of bypassing components.

• Area efficient configurable ECC encoder with different

modes to detect cross-talk induced faults, burst errors,

and intra-router faults.

II. RAS ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we explain the motivation, design, and

the proposed methodology associated with Runtime Adaptive

Scrubbing (RAS).

A. RAS Hybrid-Approach

To provide graceful network degradation using our proposed

RAS technique, we model our router transition stages as shown

in Figure 1. Initially all routers start in CRC mode using

the CRC-32 IEEE polynomial standard without s2s encoding

of packets [13]. CRC-mode is implemented to ensure that

regardless of the ECC codes employed on the s2s layer,

maximum fault coverage is maintained in e2e layer. When

faults are detected in links, counters are used to log the

frequency of faults and also pinpoint the location of faults.

When the number of faults ’e’ in Figure 1 surpasses threshold

t1, the router transitions to RAS-W. Routers in RAS-W employ

a weak (W) s2s ECC for all input traffic and this information is

conveyed to the upstream router. All output traffic is encoded

with the s2s ECC defined by the downstream router. Should

the error rate ’e’ exceed threshold t2, downstream ECC state

selection process checks the error rate and the fault coverage

is upgraded to RAS-S (Strong ECC). For routers in RAS-S,

all incoming traffic is split from 64 to 32 data bits per cycle.

The remaining free bits are then dedicated to encode flits with

an aggressive ECC and improve fault detection. In the event

that the error rate should decline and diminish below threshold

t2, the affected routers transition back to RAS-W. If routers

are under-utilized (low traffic) but minimal s2s encoding is still

required, a router can switch to RAS-P (Power-efficient ECC).

RAS-P splits transmission similar to RAS-S, but provides less

fault coverage and lowers power consumption as it employs

the weakest ECC required to operate efficiently. With each

RAS stage, routers have the flexibility to adapt fault tolerance

on demand. If s2s fault coverage is gradually increased from

CRC to RAS-S and RAS-W, fewer faults go undetected, but

at the cost of additional power and throughput because CRC

cannot correct faults on the e2e layer.

A foreseeable challenge with an adaptive solution such

as RAS, is determining the location where fault coverage

is required to change (increase/decrease). Relying on peri-

odic BIST hardware provides some relief, however this is

typically useful in case of permanent faults. The goal is to

measure locations affected by increased transient faults. In

an environment with varying levels of s2s encoding, when

a fault is detected in the e2e layer in CRC, we know very

little information regarding the location of the fault. However,

under the assumption of a deterministic fault tolerant routing

algorithm such as up/down routing [14], we know the source

router, destination router, and the path the packet has traveled.

Therefore, location of the fault is bounded and the hardware

counter ’e’ for each router is updated. Under the scenario a

fault is detected in the e2e layer, a full packet retransmission

request must be serviced. If a fault is detected on the s2s layer

within a flit, the decoder only updates the counter ’e’ for that

respective router, while s2s control lines signal for immediate

flit retransmission.

To illustrate this behavior across an entire network, Fig.

2 displays how an 8 × 8 mesh with RAS localizes faults

and increases ECC strength around hot spots. Figure 2 (a)

represents a network in a healthy state, a state where faults

are negligible and all routers are in the CRC mode. As the

fault rate in the network varies, areas with higher fault rates

are localized as shown in Fig. 2 (b)(with darker inner shades
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Fig. 2: Localization of faults and efficient fault coverage using RAS over time from (a), a healthy network with no faults and all routers
held in CRC mode, to (b) with routers beginning to upgrade around higher error rates and faulty components. Followed by the resulting
network in (c) with the ECC boosted in areas needing the most.

of grey). Routers affected by the higher fault rates change

to RAS-W to provide the boosted coverage, denoted by the

change in router border color. In Fig. 2 (c), routers eventually

upgrade to provide the strongest ECC in the areas needed most,

while surrounding healthy links and routers maintain only the

minimum ECC required to operate efficiently. In this multi-

layered hybrid approach, RAS provides an adaptive method for

NoCs to improve fault coverage in scenarios with temporal or

permanent changes in fault variability. In the next section, we

will detail our proposed variable strength encoder to provide

three s2s configurable modes of operation; RAS-S, RAS-W,

and RAS-P.

B. RAS Micro-architecture and Encoder design

In this section we detail the micro-architecture proposed in

RAS, the implementation of our s2s ECC encoder and decoder,

and the motivation for on demand fault tolerance designs.

In Figure 3, we show a complete architectural view of

a router with our proposed RAS variable strength encoder

and decoder. Before a packet enters the network, each packet

cycles through an e2e CRC-32 (256,224,32) encoder residing

in the network interface of each core shown as top left inlet.

The resulting 32 bit check code is then appended, increasing

total packet size to 256 bits. Once a packet is e2e encoded, it

is broken into four evenly 64 bit flits awaiting arbitration and

then injected into the router.

For each router, a 5-stage pipeline is broken into the fol-

lowing sections: decoder, input arbitration, routing and switch

transversal, output arbitration, and encoder. Each stage can be

seen Figure 3 below the network interface. In the decoding

stage, flits are received on the input ports and decoded with

the ECC defined by the RAS mode of the router at that time. In

order for the upstream routers to encode the transmitted flits,

triple modular redundancy (TMR) control lines are used to

communicate the mode, request flit retransmissions, and trans-

mission acknowledgments. All control lines between routers

are duplicated as standard practice using TMR to ensure proper

execution. In the event of a fault, voting at the receiving

end determines the correct response. TMR is used to ensure

that control lines provide guaranteed outputs for all important

services between adjacent routers. Further explanation of the

decoder and encoder implementations will be detailed below

and can be seen in the two inlets on the right side of Figure

3. The remaining stages in the pipeline consists of standard

router pipeline stages such as, virtual channel (VC) allocation,

routing computation, switch traversal, and output arbitration.

To implement our configurable s2s encoder with RAS-P,

RAS-W, and RAS-S modes, we examined the modularity of

previously designed encoders such as DUAL-Layer [15], joint

crosstalk avoidance and triple-error-correction (JTEC) [10]

and Hsiao codes [16]. The goal when designing configurable

encoders is to maximize ECC options, while minimizing area

penalties and offering power tradeoffs between modes. The

challenge resides in the complexity required to implement

FECs. FECs require complex and unique XOR trees for parity

bit computation. Therefore, it is common for implementations

such as [15] to employ additional hardware. In DUAL-Layer,

a single error correction (SEC) hamming code is used for

ECC1, and a four-way interleaved SEC hamming code for

ECC2. Interleaving is a popular technique as seen in [15]

to provide burst error protection. However, the disadvantage

with low bit interleaved ECCs, is their dependency on fault

locations affecting their ability to detect faults. For example,

if a 4-way interleaved SEC encoded flit receives 2 faults

in the same SEC codeword, the faults will be undetected.

Therefore, interleaving improves detection capabilities with

minimal complexity to boost fault coverage.

For configurable encoders, it is important to realize that

altering the number of data bits per transmission adds com-

plexity that is acceptable, given that the reduction in overall

power consumption is provided by stronger ECCs. Overall

power is reduced as it is cheaper to spend more power to

boost fault coverage, than it is to reroute packets and increase

hop counts with packet retransmission. For that reason, we
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Fig. 3: RAS hybrid e2e and s2s encoding scheme.

base the foundation of our encoder design from the JTEC

encoder [10]. JTEC is implemented using a single hamming

encoder. The output from the hamming encoder is duplicated

and placed adjacently to prevent crosstalk. To increase the

hamming distance to 7 and enable triple error correction, an

overall parity is also computed from the initial output. To

implement our design shown in Figure 3, instead of duplicating

the output from a single hamming code encoder, we combine

two optimal hamming code encoders and optimize them

to Hsaio H(39,32) single-error-correction and double-error-

detection (SECDED) to minimize area. Two 2 × 1 muxes and

a control block were then added to manage each Hsiao encoder

and provide multiple modes of operation. Lastly, an additional

syndrome generator was added to compare parity bits received

at the input decoder, with new parity bits computed for new

transmission.

With our proposed design, each RAS mode can now be

implemented, with minimal hardware. For RAS-W, each 64

bit flit is broken into two 32-bit segments and encoded

separately with the H(39,32) interleaved Hsaio encoders to

enable SECDED and minimal burst error protection. In the

second mode RAS-S, the data is serialized and split in half,

with only 32 bits of the 64 bit flit encoded per cycle. In this

scenario, both H(39,32) encoders act in DMR, which results

a 79 bit JTEC codeword. RAS-S also forwards parity bits

collected at the input stage of the router and compares them

to the newly computed bits before transmission to yield intra-

router protection. If an error is detected, the flit is dropped

and retransmission is requested. Lastly in RAS-P, the flits are

split similarly to RAS-S except only one of the H(39,32) is

enabled and routed accordingly via the 2 × 1 muxes to save

power. The 39 bit codeword is then duplicated using a switch

to adjacent lines and thus increasing the resulting code to the

standard JTEC form.

In Figure 3 in the bottom right inlet, our configurable

decoder is shown. Whether simply decoding the interleaved

H(39,32) or JTEC flits, the decoder is only limited to two

modes of operation because both H(39,32) decoders have to

be used in all three cases. One mode to decode each 39 bit

segment separately for routers in RAS-W, and a second mode

to forward parity bits and decode JTEC codewords for RAS-

P and RAS-S modes. Due to the the modular design of our

proposed RAS encoder and decoder design, we provide higher

fault tolerance with reduced complexity while improving area

efficiency over non-reusable designs such as DUAL-Layer.

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate our proposed multi-layer encod-

ing scheme and our s2s configurable encoder design in terms

of power, area overhead, network speedup, and reliability. Fig-

ure 1 shows Runtime Adaptive Scrubbing (RAS), a dynamic

concept for a hybrid e2e and s2s encoding scheme with 3 mode

configurable encoder. Although RAS is a dynamic system, as

a first-order analysis, we assume static mode selection for our

proposed system with a multi-layered scheme. To compare and

assess the effectiveness of a multi-layered scheme to that of

a static approach, we compare RAS to a baseline network(s)

with the same s2s ECC codes seen in RAS, but without CRC-

32 e2e protection. We test our schemes on a typical 8 ×
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Fig. 4: Network speedup as the flit error injection rate increases with all routers using the given ECC.

8, 64-core mesh topology with each link consisting of two

opposite unidirectional links. We assume all packets consist

of 4 flits where each flit is 64 bits and all packets are routed

in a deterministic pattern to bound fault localization, using the

up/down [14] fault tolerant routing algorithm for unidirectional

links. For s2s communication, flits are broken into two 32 bits

segments on the physical layer (phits) with the remaining link

width dedicated to the respective ECC being tested.

To properly evaluate our proposed design and highlight the

effectiveness of hybrid encoding schemes, we first compare

RAS to static s2s only encoding. After which, we compare

our proposed configurable s2s encoder, against DUAL-Layer

[15] with two ECC modes, and with Ariadne [14] as the

baseline with a single ECC. For a fair comparison, link widths

were matched and we assume an equivalent split transmission

control seen in [15] is implemented to manage flit serialization

and account for lower bandwidth in split transmission modes.

In DUAL-Layer, a similar encoder with two ECC modes and

split transmission is used to protect interconnects. DUAL-

Layer encodes phits with a hamming H(71,64) SEC code in

ECC1. In ECC2, transmission is split and flits are encoded in

four interleaved hamming H(19,14) SEC codes.

Power and area were synthesized and optimized using the

Synopsys Design Compiler tool using the TSMC 45 nm

technology libraries with a 1.0 V supply voltage and 2 GHz

operating frequency. Real network traffic benchmarks using

PARSEC traces were obtained using the SIMICS simulator

for the following applications: blackscholes, facesim, ferret,

fft, fluidanimate, freqmine, streamcluster, and swaptions. To

model behavior-level faults in each network, every link and

router was given the ability to induce faults in single and

multiple bit upsets. If faults occurred within the link traversal

pipeline stage and were successfully detected, ECCs attempts

to correct the flit. If correction was impossible, TMR control

lines signal for immediate retransmission. In the event a fault

went undetected between routers with s2s encoding, the fault

can no longer be removed or detected until the packet reaches

its destination unless e2e encoding was used. If the fault was

detected by the e2e decoder, a full packet retransmission is sent

to the source router. However, if faults still remain undetected

after e2e and s2s encoding, a 200 cycle penalty was injected

before it was assumed a retransmission request could be sent

by hardware higher up in the network stack.

A. Network Speedup

As the BER increases in large hop networks such as an 8

× 8 mesh, the consequence of an inadequate fault tolerant

scheme can have a significant impact on the overall network

performance. The challenge posed with static s2s schemes

is that if the BER exceeds the ability of employed ECC

codes, faults will go undetected or faulty components should

be bypassed. In Figure 4 we tested each s2s encoding mode

of RAS with and without CRC-32 e2e encoding as the flit

error injection rate was increased. In Figure 4, SECDED,

JTEC with parity forwarding (JTEC+FW) and standard JTEC,

represent RAS-W (Weak ECC), RAS-S (Strong ECC) and

RAS-P (Power efficient) respectively, without e2e encoding. In

all cases, as the flit error rate increased, the networks with e2e

and s2s encoding improved speedup over those without e2e

encoding. In low flit error rates, RAS-P and RAS-S perform

slightly worse compared to the baseline and that can be
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explained by the split transmission used in JTEC, JTEC+FW,

RAS-P, and RAS-S modes. Speedup penalty from split trans-

mission, is overcome as the error rate is increased beyond

5% in majority of the cases. The reason RAS-W outperforms

RAS-P, equivalent to the difference between JTEC-FW and

standard JTEC, has to do with the advantage of detecting

faults within routers. RAS-S and JTEC-FW use the forwarded

parity bits to detect intra-router faults and signal for immediate

retransmission. RAS-P, RAS-W, SECDED, and JTEC have no

mechanism to detect intra-router faults, therefore retransmis-

sion cannot be serviced until caught in e2e decoding or after

a 200 cycle penalty. As fault rates increased in Figure 4, the

significance of combining e2e with s2s, and catching errors

earlier in the network, can improve network speedup on an

average by 10%.

We also wanted to highlight the advantage of networks

employing configurable encoders versus static schemes and

show the trade-offs of rerouting traffic with a fault tolerant

routing algorithm versus boosting fault tolerance. In Figure 5,

we compare RAS, DUAL-Layer [15] and Ariande as the base-

line with a single static s2s scheme as randomly selected links

fail. A failed link is a link that is considered unreliable due

to inadequate ECC fault coverage for reliable communication.

When unidirectional links fail, links in both directions between

a router are considered unusable and traffic must be rerouted.

To reroute traffic, fault tolerant up/down routing is used to

prevent deadlocks and livelock scenarios. In RAS and DUAL-

Layer, the configurable ECC encoders are adjusted to boost

coverage, removing the need to reroute traffic and maintain

connectivity. The results in Figure 5 indicate that when as

little as 10% of the 224 unidirectional links fail in an 8 × 8

mesh NoC, significant improvements in speedup is shown. As

every unidirectional link failure removes two links from use,

at 10-15% link failures rates, portions of the network begins to

separate themselves. In this controlled circumstance, RAS and

DUAL-Layer provide the same network speedup, but as we

will show below, vary in power consumption, and reliability.

The fluctuations in performance gain can be explained by the

variation in traffic patterns for each application.

B. Area

The router area penalty for each scheme is shown in Figure

6. We assume the area to implement a CRC-32 bit e2e
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Fig. 7: Normalized EDP as the number of unusable unidirectional links is increased.

encoder is within in the network interface of each core, but for

comparative purposes, we include the e2e encoders in Figure

6 and compared s2s-JTEC, cross code-disjoint (cdd) JTEC,

RAS, and DUAL-Layer. As expected, e2e requires the smallest

area, followed by the static s2s-JTEC and cdd-JTEC. The cost

of cdd-JTEC is higher than s2s-JTEC because it uses twice

the amount of encoders and decoders to protect against intra-

router faults. Of the configurable encoders, DUAL-Layer costs

the most, with 15% more area than RAS, but offers the lower

fault coverage because it employs weaker ECCs than RAS.

If our proposed RAS architecture included the e2e and s2s

encoder in the router cost, our hybrid scheme would cost more

than static s2s-JTEC and cdd-JTEC schemes, but still less than

DUAL-Layer.

C. Power

The total power to transmit a single flit from one router

to the next is shown in Figure 8. Total power consumption

is broken into the power needed for s2s encoders, decoders,

registers, input arbitration, output arbitration, and lastly routing

computation and switch traversal. In Figure 8 RAS-S and

RAS-W consume the most power with the exception of cross

disjoint-detection (cdd) JTEC which uses twice the number

of encoders and decoders to protect against intra-router faults.

RAS-W consumes more power than RAS-S despite using an

ECC with less fault detection because both correctors are used

to decode each 32 bit SECDED segments. In RAS-S, flits are

encoded with JTEC, but only one 32 bit segment is chosen

for correction in the JTEC decode process. Lastly, RAS-P

consumes the least of the RAS modes, but all RAS modes

consume more power per flit than e2e, s2s-JTEC and on an
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Fig. 8: Router power consumption per flit for each s2s implementa-
tion.

average 6.6% more than DUAL-Layer due to the additional

control hardware and higher fault coverage.

To measure energy efficiency of static schemes versus con-

figurable schemes we measured energy delay-product (EDP),

shown in Figure 7 as the number of useable links is decreased.

The same setup as described above in the speedup evaluation

is now used to evaluate the energy tradeoff between rerouting

packets and boosting coverage by splitting transmission and

increasing ECC strength. In Figure 7, as the amount of link

failures increase past 10%, EDP begins to drops as much as

50% and continues to decrease for the majority of applications.

For applications that experience fewer improvements after the

initial 10% drop, the reduction in gain is caused by the creation
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Fig. 9: Impact of encoding scheme on the residual flit error rate.

of subnetworks, traffic patterns, and the transition of additional

routers from full transmission to split transmission modes.

For applications that experience fewer improvements after

10% failures such as facesim, freqmine, and streamcluster, the

reduction in gain is explained by the creation of subnetworks,

traffic patterns, as well as the transition of additional routers

from full transmission to split transmission modes. In all

cases, RAS costs more than DUAL-Layer, however RAS offers

higher fault tolerance.

IV. RELIABILITY

To measure the reliability of each encoding scheme, the

residual flit error rate (RFER) is calculated to compare each

ECC against the BER shown in Figure 9. The RFER is the

rate at which a given flit will contain an undetected fault.

RFER is an important metric, as it delineates the quality and

strength of ECCs. As the BER increases Figure 9, the RFER of

DUAL1 rises faster than DUAL2 as they deploy the weakest

ECC codes with a single hamming SEC and 4-way interleaved

SEC respectively. RAS-W outperforms DUAL1 and DUAL2

and is followed by RAS-S. As packets are also encoded on the

e2e layer in RAS, CRC-32 is taken into account and provides

a lower upper-bound on the residual flit error rate. Therefore

RAS offers improved resiliency, higher fault coverage, and the

ability to maintain higher coverage despite the s2s encoding.

The Figure also helps quantify when a transition between ECC

modes should occur for different configurable encoders. It

would be desirable for networks to boost coverage on links

when the residual flit error rate begins to climb to improve

resiliency.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an adaptable hybrid e2e and

s2s encoding scheme that encodes packets with CRC-32, and

scrubs flits on the s2s layer using our proposed 3 mode s2s

ECC encoder. Simulation results showed that RAS improves

network latency by an average of 10% and significantly

reduces EDP by encoding packets on both layers and adjusting

ECC, instead of rerouting packets around faulty links. RAS

also provides 15% area savings and only incurs a 6.6% power

penalty per phit.
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